Abstract. -The morphology of vesicles with topological genus g = 2 is studied using the properties of Willmore surfaces together with the conformal invariance of the bending energy of fluid membranes. In the phase diagram of the bilayer couple model, a region exists where vesicle shapes are given by Willmore surfaces. Within this region, shapes in general have no mirror symmetries and the ground state is conformally degenerate. The conformal modes which correspond to this degeneracy can be described as closed curves in a three-dimensional space. The existence of conformal modes leads to unusual shape fluctuations which correspond to a diffusion process in shape space called conformal diffusion. Additional regions exist in the phase diagram where the ground state is unique and vesicle shapes have two or more mirror planes. Conformal degeneracy and conformal diffusion also exist in the area-difference-elasticity model.
Introduction
Lipids are amphiphilic molecules which can be dissolved in an aqueous environment where they self-assemble and form two-dimensional bilayers or membranes [1, 2] . In order to avoid the exposure of hydrophobic tails of the lipid molecules with water, a membrane tends to form closed surfaces or vesicles. Vesicles can be observed experimentally under the microscope. Their observation reveals a rich variety of different shapes [3] [4] [5] [6] . Curvature models which are based on the assumption that vesicle shapes are determined by the bending elasticity of the membranes [7, 8] allow the theoretical study of these shapes [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Vesicles can also be classified by their topology. The topology of a vesicle is characterized by its topological genus g which counts the number of "handles" that have to be attached to a sphere to obtain a surface of given topology. Vesicles with the topology of a sphere, i.e. g = 0, are most common. However, vesicles with toroidal topology, i.e. g = 1 [15] [16] [17] , and vesicles with two, three and even more "handles" [18, 19] have been observed experimentally.
The bending energy of fluid membranes is invariant under conformal transformations of the shape [20, 21] . Theoretical studies show that this invariance has physical significance for vesicles of non-spherical topology [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In particular, it was predicted theoretically that the shape of vesicles of topological genus g > 1 can be conformally degenerate. This degeneracy leads to a novel type of shape fluctuations called conformal diffusion [27] . The experimental observation of this phenomenon has been reported recently [19] .
The morphology of vesicles of genus g > 1 is closely linked to the properties of Willmore surfaces. As described in the mathematical literature, Willmore surfaces can be obtained as stereo-graphic images of minimal surfaces embedded in the four-dimensional unit sphere S 3 [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Different examples of such minimal surfaces have been discovered in the last decades [33, 34] . The properties of Willmore surfaces together with the conformal invariance of the bending energy allows to determine phase diagrams for vesicle shapes and to study conformal modes which occur if vesicle shapes are conformally degenerate.
The purpose of this paper is to present a detailed study of the morphology of genus-2 vesicles. After defining curvature models for vesicle shapes in Section 2, Willmore surfaces and their relevance for the physics of vesicle shapes are introduced in Section 3. A complete classification of genus-2 Willmore surfaces is given in Section 4. As described in Section 5, Willmore surfaces are solutions to curvature models for vesicle shapes within a certain region of the phase diagram. The existence of the conformal degeneracy of the ground-state is shown in Section 6 and the structure of conformal modes is analyzed. Phase diagrams of vesicle shapes are described in Section 7. The paper ends with a description of recent experiments and a discussion. The appendix reviews the conformal invariance of the bending energy and the relation between Willmore surfaces and minimal surfaces. Numerical methods used in this paper are described. Some of these results have been reported previously in reference [27] .
Curvature Models for Vesicle Shapes
The bending energy of a homogeneous membrane which is symmetric with respect to its two monolayers can be written as [7, 8] 
Here, dA is the area element on the surface, H and K are the mean and Gaussian curvatures as defined in Appendix A. The bending rigidity κ and the Gaussian bending modulus κ G describe the elastic properties of the membrane. A vesicle attains a shape which is the minimum of the bending energy (1) taking into account physical constraints: First, for an incompressible membrane, the area A is fixed since it is determined by the number of lipid molecules in the membrane. Furthermore, the volume V which is enclosed by the membrane is fixed by osmotic conditions: An in-flux or out-flux of water would lead to a buildup of osmotic pressures which oppose this flux.
For vesicle shape calculations, the Gaussian curvature contribution to the bending energy is irrelevant. This fact follows from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem which states that the area-integral over the Gaussian curvature is a topological invariant, see Appendix A.5. Since the bending energy F is minimized for fixed topology, the Gaussian curvature term leads to a constant contribution which can be omitted. Therefore only the energy
is minimized.
The Bilayer Couple
Model. -A membrane consists of two monolayers which form a bilayer. This bilayer structure is relevant for the vesicle shape since the flip-flop of lipid molecules between both monolayers is strongly suppressed and the number of lipids in each individual monolayer is constant. In the bilayer couple model (BC-model) [10, 11] , it is assumed that both monolayers are incompressible. As a result, the difference
of the areas of the outer and the inner monolayers A ex and A in is fixed. This area difference is proportional to the separation d of the neutral surfaces in the monolayers and to the total mean curvature M ≡ dAH .
The bending energy (2) is scale invariant and only depends on the shape of a vesicle. Therefore, two dimensionless parameters characterize a vesicle: The reduced volume
and the reduced total mean curvature
where 4πR 2 0 = A. In the BC-model, a vesicle shape of given topology is determined as the shape of minimal bending energy G given the values v and m of the reduced volume and the reduced total mean curvature.
2.2. The Area-Difference Elasticity Model. -A more realistic model for vesicle shapes is the area-difference elasticity model (ADE-model) [6, 13] . In this model, the monolayers have finite compressibility. As a result, the constraint on the total mean curvature m is replaced by an elastic energy which occurs if m deviates from a relaxed value m 0 for which the monolayers are not compressed. The total energy reads
where α is a dimensionless parameter which characterizes the membrane. In the ADE-model, a vesicle shape is given by the minimum of the energy (7) for fixed reduced volume v and fixed relaxed total mean curvature m 0 .
The Willmore Problem
In 1965, Willmore proposed a geometrical problem which later was called the "Willmore problem" [20, 28, 35] . The problem is to find the surface which corresponds to the minimum of the functional
for given topological genus g. A surface with this property is called a Willmore surface. Willmore surfaces are therefore shapes of minimal bending energy G. However, they are pure geometrical objects since no physical constraints are imposed. g=0 g=1 g=2 Willmore showed that for spherical topology, or g = 0, the solution is the sphere with G = G 0 ≡ 8πκ. Furthermore, he could prove that G ≥ 8πκ, which implies that the absolute minimum with respect to all topologies is obtained for a sphere. For toroidal topology, or g = 1, Willmore conjectured that the so-called Clifford torus minimizes (8) with G = G 1 ≡ πG 0 /2 [20] . The Clifford torus is an axisymmetric torus with circular cross-section (see Fig. 1 ). It is defined by a ratio of 2 1/2 of the radii of the two generating circles. It is interesting to note that no general proof for Willmore's conjecture is known.
An important property of the Willmore functional (8) is its conformal invariance [20, 31] : As reviewed in Appendix A.2, the value of G does not change if a surface is deformed by conformal transformations in three dimensional space. Conformal transformations which deform the shape change of a given surface can be generated by using inversions R = R/R 2 and translations by a vector a = (a X , a Y , a Z ). It is most convenient to use special conformal transformations (SCT) which consist of an inversion followed by a translation and a second inversion. A SCT thus maps a point R to [36] 
As a consequence of the conformal invariance of G, the solutions of the Willmore problem are degenerate since SCT's applied to a Willmore surface generate new Willmore surfaces of the same topology. For spherical topology, however, the sphere is the unique solution which is not deformed by conformal transformations. For toroidal topology there exists a one-dimensional family of nonaxisymmetric Willmore surfaces which can be generated from the Clifford torus by applying SCT's. The existence of a whole family of genus-1 Willmore surfaces has physical consequences for vesicles of toroidal topology [25, 26] . In particular, it leads to the existence of regions with non-axisymmetric shapes in the phase diagrams of different curvature models [26] .
Willmore Surfaces as Minimal Surfaces in S
3 . -Willmore surfaces of topological genus g > 1 can be discussed using an important property of Willmore surfaces, namely their relation to minimal surfaces embedded in the four dimensional unit sphere S 3 [28, [30] [31] [32] . This relation can be summarized as follows: An arbitrary closed surface in S 3 can be mapped by a stereo-graphic projection into the three dimensional Euclidean space R 3 , see Appendix A.3 and A.4 for details. This stereo-graphic projection has special properties if the original surface is a minimal surface in S 3 : The stereo-graphic image of such a minimal surface is a stationary solution of the Willmore functional with G = 2κÃ and δG = 0 .
Here,Ã is the surface area of the minimal surface in S 3 . A derivation of equation (10) is given in Appendix C.
The argument outlined above cannot be reversed. There could exist surfaces with δG = 0 which are not the stereo-graphic image of a minimal surface. However, equation (10) implies that if a Willmore surface is the projected image of a minimal surface, this minimal surface has the smallest surface areaÂ compared to other minimal surfaces with the same topological genus.
On order to find solutions to the Willmore problem, the mathematician Kusner compared upper bounds for the surface areasÂ of different minimal surfaces which had been discovered by Lawson [33] . This comparison led him to conjecture that the Willmore surface of topological genus g is given by the stereo-graphic image of a minimal surface ξ 1g [30] . A brief discussion of minimal surfaces in S 3 is given in Appendix B. Hsu, Kusner and Sullivan checked Kusner's conjecture for g ≤ 5 by numerically minimizing G [29] . Their results strongly support this conjecture. Kusner's conjecture is a generalization of Willmore's conjecture since it includes the sphere and the Clifford torus as special cases for g = 0 and g = 1. For g > 1, however, there exist no analytic expressions for the minimal surfaces ξ 1g which define the corresponding Willmore surfaces via stereo-graphic projections.
The stereo-graphic images of the surfaces ξ 1g are not unique. Rotating the three-dimensional unit sphere S 3 in R 4 leads to different projections in R 3 which are Willmore surfaces with the same minimal value of G. These surfaces are related by conformal transformations, thus reflecting the conformal invariance of the Willmore functional. For given topological genus g, there exists exactly one stereo-graphic projection which reveals all the symmetry properties of the original surface in S 3 . This surface in R 3 which is the most symmetric Willmore surface, is in the following called Lawson surface of genus g.
3.
2. The Genus-2 Lawson Surface. -The genus-2 Lawson surface L is shown in Figure 2 . It is D 3h -symmetric, using the Schönflies notation for symmetry groups [37] : It has a three-fold symmetry axis, three mirror planes that contain this axis and one mirror plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis. In the following, a coordinate system R = (X, Y, Z) will be used with Z-axis given by the three-fold symmetry axis and an X-Y -plane defined by the mirror plane perpendicular to this axis.
In addition to these mirror symmetries, the Lawson surface is invariant under inversions R = λ 2 R/R 2 at a sphere with radius λ. The radius λ is determined by the condition that the sphere cuts L perpendicular and can be chosen arbitrarily by rescaling of L. This sphere is in the following called the "sphere of inversion symmetry". This sphere together with the mirror planes of L will be called "symmetry surfaces" of L. The symmetry properties of L are a result of the symmetries of the minimal surface ξ 12 . The mirror planes and also the inversion symmetry of L correspond to reflection symmetries of the minimal surface ξ 12 in R 4 . The genus-2 Lawson surface can be approximated numerically by minimizing a discretized version of the functional G for a triangulated surface of topological genus g = 2. The surface shown in Figure 2 has been obtained by this method which is described in Appendix D. This surface consists of n T = 24576 triangles, n E = 36864 edges and n V = 12286 vertices. It has the reduced volume v 0.677 and the reduced total mean curvature m 1.037. The bending energy is G = G 2 (1.75 ± 0.01) · 8πκ. This value is in close agreement with the result of Hsu, Kusner and Sullivan [29] . 
Classification of Conformally Degenerate Willmore Surfaces
Willmore surfaces of topological genus g = 2 can be obtained by applying special conformal transformations to the Lawson surface L. The complete set of conformally degenerate Willmore surfaces with g = 2 is denoted W 2 . Willmore surfaces of W 2 can be classified in different families. The structure of W 2 and the symmetries of surfaces within different families is related to the structure and the symmetries of the Lawson surface. (9) can be omitted and the simplified transformation reads
Equation (11) corresponds to a single inversion centered at the point a.
A conformal transformation as given by equation (11) defines a mapping of L to a Willmore surface. Each Willmore surface can be uniquely identified by the inversion center a used for its generation. This provides a parameterization of the set W 2 of Willmore surfaces by a vector a = (a X , a Y , a Z ). In this parameterization, the Lawson surface corresponds to a = (0, 0, 0). All remaining Willmore surfaces correspond to different points a in R 3 . Therefore, W 2 is a three-dimensional space.
4.2. Singular Willmore Surfaces. -Singular Willmore surfaces occur for inversion centers a for which the transformation (11) becomes singular. This happens if a coincides with a point R of the Lawson surface L. In this case, the inversion (11) generates a limit shape which can be well defined if the generated surface is rescaled in order to keep the surface area A finite. If a approaches a surface point of L, a limit shape S is generated which consists of a sphere with an infinitesimal handle attached in one point [38] .
Any point of the Lawson surface defines such a limit shape. As a consequence, a twodimensional set of limit shapes S exists which corresponds to points a of the Lawson surface L. All points a located in the interior of L lead to nonsingular Willmore surfaces [39] . The Lawson surface therefore defines the boundary of the parameterization and thus the boundary of W 2 . The fact that the boundary of W 2 itself has the shape of the Lawson surface indicates that the topology of W 2 is nontrivial. The cross-section of L consists of three identical pieces which are slightly deformed circles, see Figure 2b . For simplicity, a model for L as displayed in Figure 3a is discussed, where the cross-section of L with the X-Y -plane is approximated by circles. This model consists of three circles of equal radii which are centered at the vertices of an equilateral triangle. This arrangement of circles has threefold symmetry and, as a result of a proper choice of the radii of these circles, it is invariant with respect to an inversion at a unit circle. This circle of inversion symmetry is indicated in Figure 3a by a broken line.
Conformal transformations on the Lawson surface with a = (a X , a Y , 0) located in the X-Yplane now correspond to conformal transformations of this structure. A circle C with radius r and center m is transformed by an inversion to a new circle C with radius r and center m with
The shaded circles shown in Figure 3a obey m 2 −r 2 = 1 which leads to the inversion symmetry of the displayed structure. Figure 3b shows cross-sections which are generated by inversions centered at points along different lines of symmetry. They consist of three different circles and approximate the crosssection of Willmore surfaces with the X-Y -plane. As the inversion center a, starting with a = (0, 0, 0), is moved along one of the symmetry lines, the threefold symmetry is broken but one symmetry plane (in addition to the X-Y -plane) is conserved. Three different types of C 2v -symmetric Willmore surfaces can be generated, see Figures BS of C 2v -symmetric surfaces connects the button surface with limit shapes S.
The button surface is shown in Figure 5 . It is generated by an inversion which is centered at the intersection of the mirror planes of the Lawson surface with its sphere of inversion symmetry, see Figure 3b . The button surface and the Lawson surface are the only Willmore surfaces of W 2 which have three mirror planes that intersect in a point.
The families of Willmore surfaces described so far are mirror symmetric with respect to the X-Y -plane. This mirror symmetry is broken as soon as a Z = 0. Two new families of Willmore surfaces with at least two mirror planes can be generated by inversions with a Z = 0: (i) a family C
(1) LS of C 3v -symmetric shapes which connects the Lawson surface L with limit shapes S. The corresponding centers of inversion a = (0, 0, a Z ) are located on the Z-axis. And (ii) a family C BS of C 2v -symmetric shapes which connects the button surface B with limit shapes S. The centers of inversion in this case are given by the circular arc defined by the crosssection of the Y -Z-plane with the sphere of inversion symmetry of L. The shapes shown in Figure 4 represent each of the families of Willmore surfaces introduced above. These shapes were generated by applying SCT's on the Lawson surface L. 
BS have C2v-symmetry, the shapes C
LS are C3v-symmetric.
a located on the original Lawson surface. Corresponding Willmore surfaces are singular limit shapes S. The interior of L corresponds to the three-dimensional set of nonsingular Willmore surfaces. Inversion centers a located on a symmetry surface of L correspond to Willmore surfaces with at least one mirror plane (C 1v -symmetry). Those shapes form a two dimensional subspace of W 2 . Lines of intersection of two symmetry surfaces correspond to one-dimensional families of Willmore surfaces. These surfaces have at least two symmetry planes (C 2v and C 3v -symmetry) and are all displayed in fold symmetry and (g + 1) mirror planes which contain this axis. All symmetry arguments given here for g = 2 can be generalized and corresponding families of Willmore surfaces can be defined. Note that these arguments which use the symmetry properties of the minimal surfaces ξ 1g are based on the assumption that Kusner's conjecture [30] is valid.
Willmore Surfaces as Vesicle Shapes
In general, a vesicle shape is calculated in the BC-model by minimizing the bending energy for fixed values of the reduced volume v and the reduced total mean curvature m. 
The vector coefficients
are related to the center of area R A , the center of volume R V and the center of mean curvature 
R
M , of the Willmore surface characterized by a. These centers are defined as
The centers of area, volume and mean curvature are located within all symmetry planes of a given surface. The effects of infinitesimal conformal transformations are therefore closely linked to the symmetry properties of a surface. For a surface with less than two symmetry planes (less than C 2v -symmetry) the points R A , R V and R M define a plane which is spanned by the vectors A m(a) ). It follows from this observation that shapes with less than C 2v symmetry correspond to points which are located in the interior of the region W and that the boundaries of W in the (v, m)-plane correspond to shapes with C 2v , D 2h and D 3h symmetry.
In order to determine the shape and the location of W in the phase diagram, it is sufficient to locate the families of shapes with C 2v , D 2h and D 3h symmetry in the (v, m)-plane. Figure 6 displays lines which correspond to these families of Willmore surfaces. The boundary of W is given by the utmost of these lines and corresponds to the shapes C BL , C LS and C BS . BS together with Willmore surfaces with less than two mirror planes are located in the interior of W .
Conformal Degeneracy and Conformal Diffusion
If the three-dimensional set W 2 of Willmore surfaces is mapped onto the (v, m)-plane, a onedimensional subset W 2 (v, m) of shapes is mapped on a single point (v, m). The vesicle shape for these values of v and m is therefore not uniquely defined and the ground state is degenerate. The one-dimensional set W 2 (v, m) of degenerate ground states is called a conformal mode. Figure 7 shows as an example three different shapes with v = 0.78 and m = 1.027 · 4π which are conformally equivalent and which are minima of the energy G. The existence of conformal modes for topological genus g > 2 is a direct consequence of conformal invariance. Two physical constraints are not sufficient to remove the degeneracy of the Willmore problem and a one-dimensional degeneracy remains. 
A conformal mode therefore satisfies the differential equation [27] da
where s is chosen to be the arclength of a(s) with |da/ds| = 1. 6.2. Structure and Topology of Conformal Modes. -A conformal mode can be described as the intersection S v ∩ S m of two surfaces S v and S m . Here, S v is the surface defined by those points a which correspond to Willmore surfaces with given reduced volume v. Similarly, S m represents those points which correspond to Willmore surfaces with given total mean curvature m. The surface S v is displayed in Figure 8 (19) .
Conformal modes are always closed curves: A conformal mode cannot end and it cannot diverge to infinity [40] . Therefore, conformal modes can be classified by their topology with respect to the surface S v . Two different types of conformal modes can be distinguished: (i) conformal modes which can be contracted to a point on S v and (ii) conformal modes which cannot be contracted. Two examples for the first case are the conformal modes with (v, m) = (0.7, 1.035·4π) and (v, m) = (0.7, 1.07·4π), see Figure 8 . Conformal modes of this type exist in the neighborhood of the boundary lines C BS and C LS of W . As one of these boundary lines is reached, the conformal modes contract to a point on S v . This point corresponds to a shape C LS or C BS , respectively, for which no degeneracy occurs.
An The topology change of conformal modes corresponds to a discontinuous change of the structure of these modes. This discontinuity does not correspond to a phase transition in the phase diagram since it does not lead to a non-analytic behavior of the energy G(v, m).
6.3. Conformal Diffusion. -The existence of conformal modes affects the behavior of vesicles of topological genus g ≥ 2. If such a vesicle is prepared within the region W of the phase diagram, the conformal degeneracy leads to shape fluctuations called conformal diffusion.
The difference between bending modes of regular vesicles and conformal diffusion can be described as follows. Bending modes are thermal excitations which are governed by the bending rigidity of the membrane. If the ground-state of a vesicle is unique, the shape which minimizes the energy for given v and m is a surface R 0 (s 1 , s 2 ) which can be parameterized by two coordinates s 1 , s 2 . Small deformations of this shape can be expanded as
where n denotes the normal on the surface and the a i denotes the amplitude of the i-th mode. The functions f i (s 1 , s 2 ) are normalized eigenfunctions of the second variation δ 2 G| (v,m) of the bending energy for fixed v and m. The eigenvalues are denoted g i . The energy of a deformed shape then reads
where G 0 is the bending energy of the shape R 0 . For small deformations or small temperature T < κ, terms of higher order in a i can be neglected. The eigenmodes decouple and the amplitudes of the bending modes obey The position of these shapes on the surface Sv is indicated in Figure 8 .
Here, the brackets denote the thermal expectation value. The eigenmode i relaxes within a typical relaxation time
where γ i is a coefficient of viscous damping. Dimensional arguments suggest that γ 0 ∼ 1/(ηR 3 0 ), where R 0 is the vesicle size and η denotes the viscosity of the solvent. The longest relaxation time of bending modes therefore obeys [41] 
A different situation occurs, if the ground-state is conformally degenerate. In this case, a shape R 0 with s = s 0 can be selected along a conformal mode a(s). The conformal mode is eigenmode f 0 (s 1 , s 2 ) with g 0 = 0. In addition, all higher variations of the energy vanish in this case. If this mode is thermally excited, the shape performs a diffusive motion in shape space.
This conformal diffusion can be approximately described by assuming that ds is the correct measure in shape space. In this approximation,
where D cf ∼ T /(ηR 0 ) is a diffusion constant. The typical time-scale of conformal diffusion is given by [26] t cf ∼ ηR
For phospholipid membranes κ/T 25 [42] [43] [44] . Shape fluctuations which correspond to conformal diffusion occur on time-scales which are long compared to bending modes since t cf t b . Conformal diffusion is closely related to translational and rotational diffusion. In fact, translations and rotations form a subgroup of conformal transformations. Therefore, translational and rotational diffusion are special cases of conformal diffusion and the typical time-scale which corresponds to these diffusion processes is of the same order of magnitude as t cf .
Phase Diagrams and Shape Transformations
Within a certain region W in the phase diagram of the BC-model vesicle shapes are given by Willmore surfaces with G = G 2 . These shapes in general have no mirror symmetries. Shapes of minimal energy which correspond to points (v, m) located outside the region W are not given by Willmore surfaces. The bending energy of these shapes obeys G(v, m) > G 2 . In principle, these shapes have to be determined by minimization of G for given constraints. In the following subsections, it is shown that the topology of the phase diagram is already determined by the structure of the region W . The symmetry of vesicle shapes outside W can be obtained from the symmetry of Willmore surfaces at the boundary of W . This fact follows from the lever rule which is a consequence of the conformal invariance of G. Furthermore, the lever rule shows that conformal modes can only exist within the region W and that shapes outside W are unique.
7.1. The Lever Rule. -The lever rule can be derived as follows. Infinitesimal SCT's as given by equation (9) with |a| 1 are applied to a shape of minimal energy G(v, m) with reduced volume v and reduced total mean curvature m. This transformation generates a new shape with unchanged energy G = G(v, m). It has reduced volume v = v + δv and reduced total mean curvature m = m + δm with [24] 
Here, A (v) and A (m) are again given by equation (15) . The new shape is compared to the shape with energy G(v , m ) at the point (v , m ). Since G(v , m ) is the energy minimum,
Expanding G(v, m) at (v, m), the energy G(v , m ) can be expressed as
The condition (29) can only be valid for arbitrary a if Equation (31) is the so-called lever rule which must be obeyed by any shape of minimal energy [24] . The lever rule is trivial within the region W where ∂G/∂v = ∂G/∂m = 0. Outside of W , ∂G/∂v = 0 and ∂G/∂m = 0. Therefore, A (v) and A (m) obey
where λ is a real number. The vectors A (v) and A (m) are collinear by symmetry if a given shape has at least two planes of reflection symmetry or at least C 2v -symmetry [45] . The value of λ is then determined by equation (31) . For shapes with three symmetry-planes which intersect in a point, A (v) = A (m) = 0, and the lever rule is satisfied by the symmetry properties of the shape alone.
A consequence of the lever rule is that conformal modes cannot exist outside the region W . Since A (m) and A (v) are collinear, no solution to equation (19) exists. As a result, energy minima are unique.
The existence of unique energy minima follows from the collinearity of A (m) and A (v) . As described in Section 6.2, conformal modes vanish as the boundary of W is reached. At the same time, Willmore surfaces become symmetric and A (v) and A (m) become collinear by symmetry. Since the collinearity of A (v) and A (m) persists at the exterior of W , the corresponding shapes adopt the symmetries of Willmore surfaces along the boundary of W . Figure 10 . It contains the region W of Willmore surfaces. Within this region, shapes in general are asymmetric and conformal modes exist. Five additional regions occur where shapes are symmetric and unique: (i) A region of D 2h -symmetric genus-2 discocytes, (ii) a region of D 3h -symmetric shapes, (iii) a region of C 2v -symmetric genus-2 stomatocytes and (iv) and (v) two regions containing C 2v -symmetric shapes. The lines C LS , C BL and C BS separate the region W from the regions of C 2v -symmetric shapes. The two remaining regions obtain their symmetries from the button-and the Lawson surface.
Along the boundaries of the region W , the symmetries of shapes are broken continuously by conformal transformations. These boundary lines therefore represent continuous shape This phase diagram can be compared to the phase diagram of toroidal vesicles as shown in Figure 11 which has been determined elsewhere [26] . For toroidal topology or g = 1, Willmore surfaces fall on a line W which connects the Clifford Torus CL and a limit shape S. This line does not correspond to a phase boundary since Willmore surfaces along this line have the same symmetry as shapes above and below this line. Furthermore, no conformal modes exist for g = 1 and vesicle shapes are always unique. Three regions of axisymmetric shapes occur in the phase diagram for toroidal topology: (i) D ∞h -symmetric discoid tori, (ii) C ∞v -symmetric toroidal stomatocytes and (iii) D ∞h -symmetric sickle-shaped tori. These regions of axisymmetric shapes correspond to the regions of genus-2 discocytes, genus-2 stomatocytes and D 3h -symmetric shapes.
The phase diagrams for g = 1 and g = 2 have similar topology. The main difference is the location of Willmore surfaces which is a line for g = 1 and a region for g = 2. Note that the topology of the g = 2 phase-diagram can be determined from the properties of Willmore surfaces alone, while for g = 1 the knowledge of Willmore surfaces is not sufficient [26] .
The arguments given here to obtain the phase diagram for topological genus g = 2 extend to higher topological genus g > 2. The Willmore surfaces of lowest energy G = G g are Lawson-surfaces of topological genus g. This surface together with conformal transformations again leads to a region W with conformally degenerate ground state. Adjacent to W , vesicle shapes are unique and they adopt the symmetries of Willmore surfaces along the boundaries of W . For g > 2 additional regions with degenerate ground states could occur. For g = 3, there is evidence for the existence of a Willmore surface which is a local minimum of G with G > G 3 [29] . This surface has tetrahedral symmetry and corresponds to a minimal surface in S 3 discovered by Karcher, Pinkall and Sterling called τ -surface [34] . This surface together with its conformal transformations corresponds to locally stable energy minima in the BCmodel. If it corresponds to an absolute energy minimum for the given physical constraints, a second region W with conformally degenerate ground-state would exist in the phase diagram for g = 3.
7.3. Conformal Degeneracy in the ADE-Model. -The existence of conformal degeneracy of the ground state in the BC-model is a consequence of two constraints imposed in this model. In the ADE-model introduced in Section 2.2, one of these constraints is replaced by an additional term which contributes to the elastic energy. The existence of conformal degeneracy in the ADE-model can be shown as follows. In the ADE-model, the relevant parameters are the reduced volume v and the relaxed mean curvature m 0 . The energy W (v, m 0 ) can be obtained from the energy G(v, m) by the transformation [13] 
where the function m[m 0 ] is implicitly given by 
Discussion
The morphology of vesicles of spherical topology is hardly affected by the conformal invariance of the bending energy of the membrane. This invariance, however, has dramatic consequences for the morphology of vesicles of topological genus g > 1. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate this effect for the case g = 2 and to study the relation between Willmore surfaces and vesicle shapes.
Willmore surfaces are defined as solutions to the Willmore problem which is a purely mathematical problem [20] . They are stereo-graphic images of minimal surfaces ξ 1g in S 3 as conjectured by Kusner [30, 33] . The symmetries and the properties of the minimal surfaces ξ 1g completely determine the morphology of vesicles of higher topological genus. As a result, the conformal invariance of the bending energy leads to a degeneracy of vesicle shapes in the phase diagram of curvature models. The soft mode which corresponds to this degeneracy is given by conformal transformations. Vesicles with conformally degenerate ground state exhibit conformal diffusion where conformal transformations become observable under the microscope [19] .
Vesicles of topological genus g = 2, g = 3, and vesicles of higher genus have been observed experimentally by Michalet and Bensimon [18, 19] . For g = 2, shapes with different symmetries were observed: Genus-2 discocytes similar to the button surface, Genus-2 stomatocytes and D 3h -symmetric shapes close to the Lawson-surface. Furthermore, stable shapes with C 2v -symmetry were found. All symmetries observed are in agreement with the phase diagram shown in Figure 10 [18, 19] .
In addition, genus-2 vesicles were observed which seemed to have no symmetry planes. It was demonstrated that these vesicles exhibited pronounced shape changes on a time scale of ∼ 30 s. The behavior of these vesicles appeared different from those with symmetry planes. Michalet and Bensimon concluded that these vesicles are examples for conformal diffusion [19] .
The experimental observations of Michalet and Bensimon confirm the theoretical results described in this paper and strongly support the validity of curvature models for the description of vesicle shapes. Furthermore, these observations demonstrate that the energy of fluid membranes is indeed a conformal invariant.
The fact that observed vesicles reveal the conformal invariance of G shows, that physical effects which break the conformal invariance are small. Two effects could be important. First, higher order curvature terms destroy the conformal invariance of the bending energy. Scaling arguments suggest these terms vanish for large vesicle sizes. A second effect comes from bending modes. The degeneracy of shapes along a conformal mode is broken since bending modes for different shapes along such a mode have different spectra which leads to different contributions to the free energy. This effect is expected to become important for large vesicle sizes where more bending modes exist. These arguments suggest that phospholipid vesicles are optimal in the sense that conformal invariance is preserved: They are sufficiently large to avoid that higher order curvature terms become relevant and they are at the same time sufficiently small, thus suppressing symmetry breaking contributions from bending modes to the free energy.
Vesicles therefore provide a unique system to realize the Willmore functional and to generate Willmore surfaces as observable structures. The observation of these Willmore-vesicles provides an experimental confirmation of Kusner's conjecture for which no mathematical proof is known. The only clear evidence for its validity comes from numerical computer "experiments" [29] and, as suggested here, from the experimental observation of vesicle shapes. 
Appendix A Geometry and Topology of Curved Surfaces
This section defines the notation used to describe curved surfaces embedded in Euclidean space R 3 and the unit sphere S 3 . The conformal invariance of the Willmore functional, the properties of stereo-graphic projections and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem are briefly reviewed.
A.1. Surfaces in R
3 . -A curved surface can be represented by a parameterization R(s 1 , s 2 ) of a vector R = (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) = (X, Y, Z) with two internal coordinates s 1 , s 2 . Two tangent vectors
allow to define the normal vector
The metric tensor
characterizes the local geometry of the surface. The area element reads dA ≡ √ g ds 1 ds 2 , where g ≡ det(g ij ) denotes the determinant of the metric tensor. The curvature of the surface is characterized by the curvature tensor h j i defined by
It can be calculated using the relation
The principal curvatures C 1 and C 2 are the eigenvalues of h 6) and the Gaussian curvature
are given by the trace and the determinant of the curvature tensor [46] . (8) is demonstrated following [20] . The invariance of G with respect to rotations, translations and scale transformations is obvious. It is therefore sufficient to show the invariance with respect to an inversion R = R/R 2 with
the metric tensor and the area element transform as g ij = g ij /R 4 and dA = dA/R 4 . The transformation of the curvature tensor can be calculated using equation (A.8) and n α = R 2 T αβ n β . It can be written as h
The transformation properties of the principal curvatures C 1 and C 2 follow using a coordinate system where h j i is diagonal:
Together with the definitions (A.6) and (A.7), it follows that (H 2 − K)dA is conformally invariant. Since the topology of a closed surface does not change, one obtains using the GaussBonnet theorem (A.35) that
The Willmore functional therefore is invariant under conformal transformations of a closed surface [20, 31, 32] .
It can be calculated according tõ
Here,
are the Christoffel symbols of the metricG αβ . The mean curvatureH is again given by the trace of the curvature tensorH
The determinant of the curvature tensorK
is the extrinsic curvature [30] which differs from the Gaussian curvatureK (see Sect. A.5).
A.4. Stereo-Graphic Projections. -The properties of stereo-graphic projections of surfaces in S 3 are briefly reviewed. These properties are used in Section C to demonstrate the relation between minimal surfaces in S 3 and Willmore surfaces. A stereo-graphic projection maps a point x(R 1 ,R 2 ,R 3 ) in S 3 onto a point R = (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) in R 3 . The transformation is defined by
The derivative matrix
Therefore, the metric tensor transforms as
The fact thatg ij is multiplied by a scalar implies that the stereo-graphic projection is conformal. Similarly, the transformation of the area element reads
The normal vector transforms as n α = (1 + w)Λ β αñβ . This follows from the fact that the stereo-graphic projection is conformal and conserves angles. The factor (1 + w) normalizes n α n α = 1. The transformation of the curvature tensor can be calculated using 
Following the same argumentation as outlined in Section A.2, it follows that
This is another example of the conformal invariance of (H 2 − K)dA.
A.5. The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem. -The Gaussian curvatureK can be calculated from the metric tensor g ij and its first and second derivatives alone. In a coordinate system, where the metric tensor is diagonal the Gaussian curvature can be defined as [46] K ≡ − For the surfaces ξ 1g with k = 1 and n = g, the set of boundary geodesics can be written as A pq = {x(θ, φ, ψ) | φ = qπ/2, θ = pπ/(g + 1), 0 ≤ ψ ≤ π/2} , (B.5) with integers 0 ≤ p ≤ 2g + 1 and 0 ≤ q ≤ 3 [33] . Here, a point in S 3 is characterized by three angular coordinates with x = cosθ cos ψ y = sinθ cos ψ z = cosφsin ψ w = sinψ sin ψ .
(B.6)
The stereo-graphic projection of the boundary geodesics A pq of the surface ξ 12 is shown in Figure 12 . It consists of six pairs of circles that are arranged with sixfold symmetry. The complete net A pq is D 6h -symmetric. The genus-2 Lawson surface contains this net of boundary geodesics and is D 3h -symmetric.
Appendix C Relation Between Willmore Surfaces and Minimal Surfaces
A closed surface in S 3 can be mapped into R 3 using the stereo-graphic projection (A.24). Using equation (A.31) and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (A.36), one obtains If this relation is applied to a minimal surface in S 3 with δÃ = 0 and vanishing mean curvaturẽ H = 0, it follows that [30] [31] [32] vanishes for a minimal surface withH = 0. The stereo-graphic projection of a minimal surface in S 3 therefore is minimum or a saddle point of the Willmore functional [48] .
Appendix D Numerical Methods
D.1. Triangulated Surfaces. -A smooth surface can be approximated by a polyhedron formed of triangles T i , with i = 1, .., n T . A given triangulation of a closed surface consists of n T triangles, n E edges and n V vertices, with n T −n E +n V = 2(1−g), where g is the topological genus of the surface [49] . The total area of a triangulation can be calculated as
where A i is the area of triangle T i . The enclosed volume is given by
where
Here, n i denotes the normal vector on triangle T i and R i is the position of one of the edges of T i . The total mean curvature can be written as
where the sum runs over triangles which are adjacent and l ij is the length of the common edge of triangles T i and T j . The angle cos φ ij = n i · n j , (D.5)
is the angle between the normals n i and n j of adjacent triangles. A discretization of the bending energy is more subtle. One way to define G on a triangulation is to first calculate the contribution M α of a vertex α = 1, .., n V to the total mean curvature M , The area element corresponding to vertex α is given by
where the sum runs over all triangles which share vertex α. Now, the discretized bending energy can be written as
D.2. Approximation of the Genus-2 Lawson Surface. -The approximated genus-2 Lawson surface as displayed in Figure 2 was obtained by numerically minimizing the discretized bending energy given by equation (D.9) using a gradient method. Since this method will in general lead to a local minimum, the proper choice of an initial configuration is important. Very useful for this purpose is the family Ξ 1g of surfaces of topological genus g embedded in S 3 . This family of surfaces is defined by [33] Ξ 1g = {x(θ, φ, ψ) | cos (g+1) ψ sin((g + 1)θ) + | sin ψ| (g+1) sin 2φ = 0} , (D.10)
where the parameterization of S 3 given by equation (B.6) is used. The surface Ξ 1g contains the lines A pq given by equation (B.5). Furthermore, Ξ 1g has the same topology and the same symmetry as ξ 1g . The surface Ξ 10 = ξ 10 is the sphere and Ξ 11 = ξ 11 is the Clifford torus. For g > 1 the surfaces Ξ 1g and ξ 1g are different except to the lines A pq . Starting from the stereographic image of Ξ 12 as initial condition, the Lawson surface can be generated by numerical energy minimization.
